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This article describes challenges encountered in applying Jens Rasmussen's Cognitive Work Analysis
(CWA) framework to the practice of energy efﬁciency Monitoring & Targeting (M&T). Eight theoretic
issues encountered in the analysis are described with respect to Rasmussen's work and the modeling
solutions we adopted. We grappled with how to usefully apply Work Domain Analysis (WDA) to analyze
categories of domains with secondary purposes and no ideal grain of decomposition. This difﬁculty
encouraged us to pursue Control Task (ConTA) and Strategies (StrA) analysis, which are under-explored
as bases for interface design. In ConTA we found M&T was best represented by two interlinked work
functions; one controlling energy, the other maintaining knowledge representations. From StrA, we
identiﬁed a popular representation-dependent strategy and inferred information required to diagnose
faults in system performance and knowledge representation. This article presents and discusses excerpts
from our analysis, and outlines their application to diagnosis support tools.
© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Diagnosis tasks are a theme in Rasmussen's research. He ﬁrst
studied diagnosis in electrical equipment (Rasmussen and Jensen,
1973), and subsequently in power plants (Rasmussen, 1983),
healthcare (Pedersen and Rasmussen, 1991), and library information retrieval (Rasmussen et al., 1994). Rasmussen's early work at
Risø was concerned with safety in the nuclear power industry, and
energy remains at the heart of the greatest systemic safety risk of
the 21st century: climate change (Stern, 2007).
Systems engineering can contribute to climate change solutions
by helping businesses improve energy efﬁciency, identiﬁed by the
International Energy Agency (2014) as preferable to increasing
energy supply. Monitoring & Targeting energy (M&T) is a well-
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established efﬁciency support activity (ASHRAE Guideline Project
Committee 14P, 2002; Harris, 1989). However M&T has been
difﬁcult for businesses to sustain, for reasons including skill requirements, IT project risk, and credibility demands (Hilliard et al.,
2009). Diagnosing energy waste is difﬁcult since it is intangible,
uncertain, and only indirectly measurable. Quicker, easier, or more
accurate energy efﬁciency diagnosis would preserve the ﬁnancial
beneﬁts of M&T and encourage more widespread (and reliable)
practice.
In this paper, we reﬂect on eight theoretic and methods issues
we encountered applying three phases of Cognitive Work Analysis
(CWA) (Rasmussen et al., 1994) to energy M&T with the goal of
developing diagnosis support tools. These issues, paraphrased, are
how to describe categories of work domains, with secondary purposes, at appropriate decomposition levels; how to describe timedependent tasks in a goal, situation, and representationindependent way; and how to specify strategies in terms of stable
knowledge products at a useful level of detail. We discuss how we
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addressed these issues, and present excerpts from the analysis.
Finally, we brieﬂy outline how the CWA effort supported formative
design (Vicente, 1999) of a novel statistical strategy for diagnostic
search.
2. Principles for applying CWA to design
The most well-developed method to apply CWA, and one of
Rasmussen's inﬂuential legacies, is Ecological Interface Design
(EID) (Vicente and Rasmussen, 1992). Its theoretic principles are to:
 Seek psychologically relevant regularities in the work environment (e.g. functional structure).
 Design unambiguous representations of these useful regularities (e.g. analogies or metaphors).
 Implement interfaces to support thought experiments and
active information searches.
 Format interfaces to be easily perceived and manipulated by
workers using any cognitive mode of control.
We intended to apply EID principles to the energy M&T domain,
but as we investigated we found standard methods (Burns and
Hajdukiewicz, 2004) were not well suited to design generalpurpose M&T work support tools (Hilliard and Jamieson, 2014a).
3. Domain: energy monitoring & targeting
Energy M&T is a technical and managerial task with the goal of
reducing business energy costs (Carbon Trust, 2008; CIPEC, 2010;
Harris, 1989). M&T includes detecting, locating, diagnosing, and
correcting energy waste, subject to limited time and resources
(Hooke et al., 2004). As a simple example, to perform M&T on a car,
you would measure energy input (gasoline), then monitor how
efﬁciently the car achieves the owner's transportation goals (distance, perhaps). With this information mechanics might ﬁnd
maintenance problems, operators learn eco-driving skills, or
managers decide to replace their car ﬂeet. Few drivers make this
effort; M&T is generally-applicable but only practical where energy
bills are large enough for efﬁciency savings to support labor and
tool costs.
We studied M&T through participant observation, literature
review, and ﬁeld studies at a chemical manufacturer and a large
institution (Hilliard and Jamieson, 2014b). We observed ﬁeld study
participants of different backgrounds (an operations engineer, facilities manager, electrical supervisor, and two consulting analysts)
as they used a commercial M&T software package to interpret
business gas and electric consumption over eight weeks.
Domains where M&T is practiced (Fig. 1) are usually mixed
causaleintentional (Rasmussen et al., 1994, p. 50), making consumption difﬁcult to interpret. While utility supply networks obey
conservation laws, businesses consume energy to satisfy intentions,
reject disturbances, and economically substitute for labor, time, or
control. While sophisticated analyses of energy consumption can
be developed, M&T must be social to be effective. Machinereadable data are rarely sufﬁcient to diagnose energy waste, and
consumption is affected by every worker's operational and supervisory control decisions. M&T is practiced in diverse, loosely
structured systems whose intentional structures change over time.
Furthermore, an explicit goal of M&T is to change work domain
structure through informing renovations and retroﬁts. Rapidlychanging domains challenge WDA-based EID methods (Flach
et al., 2011, p. 515).
EID was ﬁrst and most frequently applied to highly-structured
domains with strong causal constraints like nuclear power
(Vicente, 2002). For semi-intentional systems, Rasmussen

Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram of M&T work system including the work domain (e.g.
factory), related control tasks (automated or manual), and workers (e.g. operators,
engineers, maintenance staff). M&T work considers outside disturbances and informs
operational changes, colleagues' behaviors, and longer-term management decisions.

suggested that ecological information systems could be based on
cognitive strategies (Rasmussen et al., 1994, p. 187). However, this
EID alternative was not explored by foundational authors; Vicente
(2002) focused on causal systems, and Rasmussen discussed only
Pejtersen's “BookHouse” library information retrieval case study
(Rasmussen et al., 1994).
We pursued this under-developed EID approach. Rather than
pre-analyzing speciﬁc domain structures and mapping them to
human perception (thereby presumably inducing effective strategies) we drew directly from the task and strategy analysis phases of
CWA. We will next discuss the three CWA phases we performed a)
in terms of Rasmussen's theory and methods legacy, b) as issues we
encountered in analyzing the M&T domain, and ﬁnally c) as we
addressed them in our analysis of M&T work. We conclude with a
summary of our design intervention and discussion.

4. Rasmussen's legacy in work domain analysis
Work Domain Analysis (WDA) was originally developed to
describe aspects of mental models “of importance for technicians in
diagnostic tasks in the control rooms and the workshops of industrial plants” (Rasmussen, 1979, p. 3). Rasmussen derived categories of mental models from terms vocalized in ﬁeld work
(Rasmussen and Jensen, 1973) and scientiﬁc models used in engineering. Conducting a WDA involves developing a set of purposedriven physical and functional system representations. The representations are ordered from the tangible and physical to the abstract and purpose-driven, and linked by structural means-ends
and part-whole relationships (Naikar et al., 2005).
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4.1. Issues with WDA

4.2. Work domain analysis for M&T

WDA examples abound relative to other CWA analysis phases
(Kilgore et al., 2008). Nevertheless, we encountered challenges in
analyzing a) the variety of businesses where M&T could be performed, b) the implications of energy conservation being a secondary business purpose, and c) options for decomposing system
structure. We concluded that WDA was not a sufﬁcient basis for our
design goals.

We next describe how we addressed the issues above in our
WDA of energy M&T. An AbstractioneDecomposition Space (ADS)
from the analysis is presented in Fig. 2.

4.1.1. Categories of domains?
In safety-critical complex systems, risk management justiﬁes a
bespoke analysis informing design for “a single, speciﬁc application; generality is not important” (Vicente and Rasmussen, 1992, p.
595). Similarly, in stable, causal domains such as aviation (Borst
et al., 2014), insights into work domain structure (e.g. ﬂight physics) and design elements (e.g. artiﬁcial horizon displays) can build
on each other.
However, M&T is neither safety-critical nor performed in a
stable domain. M&T information systems must be cost-effective
and attract a viable customer base. In high-risk stable domains,
technical structure is rigorously maintained once commissioned,
justifying design effort on a system-speciﬁc interface. But this may
be idealistic in business domains that evolve (or devolve) in
response to economic pressures and changing work requirements.
Rasmussen recognized this tendency in his Risk Management work.
What system structures should WDA capture that are invariant
across most business systems where energy could be monitored
and controlled? Rasmussen's legacy in this area was to develop
WDA theoretic concepts (Rasmussen et al., 1990) and avoid prescribing methods. Subsequent work specifying requirements for
military aircraft acquisition (Naikar et al., 2005) has developed
methods advice while applying WDA to categories of systems.
4.1.2. Secondary purposes?
WDA is purpose-constrained to describe only “functions and
processes which must be accepted as elements of work by people in
the system [or else] be considered … intruders, saboteurs, or terrorists” (Rasmussen et al., 1990, p. 22). Rasmussen recognized that
this constraint is relaxed in intentional sociotechnical systems
where workers or customers introduce their own purposes and
private domains (Rasmussen et al., 1994, p. 47).
How then to best apply WDA to inform design of tools to
encourage workers to consider a secondary purpose (e.g. energy
efﬁciency) that they aren't compelled to accept? Do secondary
purposes change which of the many possible abstract functions
(Cartwright, 1999) analysts should represent? This has been
addressed through Object Worlds (Rasmussen et al., 1994;
Torenvliet et al., 2008), but at the cost of representation complexity.
4.1.3. Decomposition criteria?
Even for WDA of a speciﬁc system, many intermediate levels of
decomposition can be developed between the whole system and
individual components. Useful decompositions depend on the task
situation since “the abstractionedecomposition relation is basically
nonlinear” (Rasmussen et al., 1994, p. 44). One analysis rule for
decomposition levels is to elicit domain experts' opinions, but what
if preferred reasoning frames vary within a category of domains?
Another approach is to let physical constraints dictate more abstract part-whole segments, such as decomposing cooking according to whether it occurs in a kitchen or on a patio (Naikar et al.,
2005, p. 16). But does this pragmatic convention capture distinctions relevant to problem-solving?

4.2.1. Categories of domains?
To represent businesses from heavy industry to ofﬁce space, we
considered choosing common subsets of the work domain (e.g.
lighting, HVAC), or idealizing categories of WDA distinctions. The
ADS in Fig. 2 does both, listing speciﬁc examples common to many
businesses (e.g. motors) along with templates of prototypical work
domain elements (e.g. thermodynamic or economic analysis).
Cells in the ADS specify information requirements that might
either structure M&T software databases, or be further instantiated
into a WDA of speciﬁc business to inform usual EID methods.
Relevant data is already collected piecemeal, such as equipment
inventories at Fig. 2's Physical Function (PFn) level (CIPEC, 2010, p.
B7.1), infra-red thermal images (PO), or even thermodynamic pinch
analyses (AF) (CanMET Energy, 2003).
4.2.2. Secondary purposes?
Energy efﬁciency is a secondary purpose for all but the most
energy-intensive heavy industries (e.g. aluminum smelting). Often
when businesses ﬁrst adopt energy M&T, efﬁciency only concerns a
few managers and gaining employee buy-in is a challenge. To
represent this dynamic in a domain-independent way, we treated
energy efﬁciency as an implicit object-world (Burns et al., 2000;
Rasmussen et al., 1994). We deﬁned the FP level in terms of existing core organizational purposes (Fig. 2), but the AF and lower
levels with respect to the implicit energy efﬁciency secondary
purpose promoted by M&T work. Means-ends links then represent
how energy efﬁciency-related functions contribute to core business
purposes that are more psychologically relevant to workers.
4.2.3. Decomposition criteria?
Without referring to speciﬁc domain objects, it was difﬁcult to
use physical arrangement to guide more abstract decompositions
(e.g. of purpose-related functions). Similarly, without speciﬁc purposes, it was hard to anticipate useful groupings of abstract functions. We concluded that a generalized WDA should decompose
according to concepts within the same abstraction level.
Speciﬁcally:
 Functional Purposes decompose into parts of purposes.
 Abstract Functions decompose into theoretic components (e.g.
of energy: kinetic, potential, heat).
 Purpose-Related Functions decompose into sub-stages of processes (e.g. low pressure/high pressure gas compression).
 Physical Functions aggregate groups of equipment with comparable functionality (e.g. interchangeable motors, lights).
 Physical Objects aggregate objects found in larger geographical
areas.
In M&T practice, decomposition boundaries often propagate up
from lower levels of abstraction (rooms, physical locations) because
sensors are often physically arranged to minimize piping/cabling.
For example, energy measured according to nearby physical objects
(e.g. 3rd ﬂoor electric cabinet) carves through and up the ADS,
fragmenting the information available to reason about the many
processes (e.g. heating, manufacturing) that 3rd ﬂoor equipment
contributes to. This complicates topographic search strategies (see
Section 5.2.2) and informed our design application. While workers
can survey the condition of physical topology (e.g. trace 3rd ﬂoor
pipes for leaks) and measure physical functions, data aggregated by
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Fig. 2. Generic AbstractioneDecomposition space for Energy Management in large enterprises. Functional purposes are those of the business, not ‘save energy’, but Abstract
Functions, Values/Priorities are limited to energy-related, and only energy-relevant equipment included.

location may not be diagnostic for more abstract purpose-related
functions/processes.

not the airplane”. In subsequent ConTA we found that maintaining
representations is key to some M&T task strategies.

4.2.4. Other highlights
Whether to represent sensors in WDA is debated (Reising and
Sanderson, 2002; St-Cyr et al., 2013) and relevant since M&T requires utility energy metering. We concluded that the speciﬁc
utility meter structure for a business would be best represented as a
separate system in PO (e.g. cable routing) and PFn (e.g. supply
network) terms, mapped to an instantiated version of the WDA
(Fig. 2). Utility metering is worth analyzing even if it can't be
redesigned (Vicente, 1999), because (as discussed above) sensor
structure can force a suboptimal decomposition on higher
abstraction levels.
Since M&T is performed to reduce energy waste (CIPEC, 2010;
Harris, 1989), waste should be somehow represented in a WDA.
Rather than adding “reduce waste” to values & priorities, we
viewed waste as implicit in energy-related activities that “do not
comply with the means and ends found in the system” (Rasmussen
et al., 1990, p. 22).
We concluded that WDA-based-EID methods would be a poor ﬁt
to design affordable mass-market M&T tools. To map the WDA onto
an interface would incur the cost of instantiating the WDA for each
particular business. While we might estimate poorly-structured
normative system behavior with numerical models (Lau and
Jamieson, 2006), our codiﬁed WDA structure and EID constraint
representations would likely fall out-of-date and add diagnosis
ambiguity. Imperfect representations have been raised as a criticism of EID, for example that pilots will learn to “ﬂy the interface,

5. Rasmussen's legacy in control task analysis
Control Task Analysis (ConTA) represents work activities in
terms of information products (states of knowledge) and “information processes required to go from one state to another during
reasoning” (Rasmussen et al., 1994, p. 65). A usual ConTA representation, the decision ladder (DL), follows a control theory
perspective and shows goal-directed reasoning as like a statebased controller (Franklin et al., 1994). From this perspective,
EID principles suggest designing to augment humans' state estimator (Dutton and Starbuck, 1971).
DL notation was introduced as a taxonomy of increasingly abstract reasoning (Rasmussen, 1974, p. 48), “useful for giving a preliminary breakdown of our engineering problem” (Rasmussen,
1974, p. 30), then pursued as a standard framework to communicate psychologically relevant task constraints within systems engineering design teams (Rasmussen et al., 1994, p. 65). Some
ambiguity is expected from mapping complex work behavior onto
standardized knowledge states and transitions.
5.1. Issues with ConTA
We encountered three theoretic issues in applying ConTA: a)
deﬁning stable states of knowledge, b) describing behavior independent of mental models, and c) representing time in control
terms.
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5.1.1. Goal and situation-independence?
The DL modeling template, like other task analysis frameworks,
describes goal-directed behavior (Vicente, 1999). But unlike notations such as Hierarchical Task Analysis, DL emphasizes goalswitching decisions, for example between stabilizing or shutting
down a power plant (Rasmussen, 1986, p. 12). Conscious deliberation is represented as cycling between two knowledge states Options and Chosen Goal, at the top of the metaphorical ladder
(Rasmussen et al., 1994).
We found it difﬁcult to describe goal-directed behavior and
shifts between goals in the same representation. What is common
among knowledge states relevant to different goals? To capture a
wider range of task situations, Elix and Naikar (2009) introduced
notation which represents states of knowledge implicitly as answers to a set of questions (as in the game “Jeopardy”). This notation also constrains knowledge states by representing only one
(possibly compound) goal in each DL. Single-goal DLs reframe
deliberation in terms of ambiguity in system state and the goalrelevant consequences of possible states (Lintern, 2009).

5.1.2. Representation-independence?
The legs of DL notation (Fig. 3) describe observations and actions
grounded in the natural system; the tangible business being
controlled. Consistent with the ecological psychology intellectual
tradition, DL notation helps show low-representation, environment-coupled behaviors.
Knowledge, beliefs, or mental models, relevant in abductive
reasoning processes (Bennett and Flach, 2011), are instead
described in the subsequent Strategies Analysis (StrA) phase. While
this is reasonable to limit the scope of DL notation, social tasks in
domains such as medicine or even risk management require

recorded estimates of system state. Record-building tasks are
equally important in M&T, as described below.

5.1.3. Past and future states of knowledge?
Time can be represented many ways in cognitive engineering
(Sanderson, 2005). DL notation, analogous to a control block diagram (Franklin et al., 1994), shows goal-directed task behavior as
feedback loops. This makes it difﬁcult to represent discrete:
 recall of past knowledge or prior beliefs.
 anticipatory feedforward behavior, predicting future state to
compensate for time lags.
Past knowledge might be described in knowledge of “Ambiguity”, and anticipatory behaviors in “Desired State”, or analysts
might deﬁne time-shifted knowledge states (Lintern, 2010).
To summarize, we found that multiple goals, representations,
and time are difﬁcult to represent in DL notation, but that proliferating control loops and nodes might encourage hard-tocommunicate “spaghetti graphs” (Klein et al., 2003, p. 81; Naikar,
2010, p. 13).

5.2. Control task analysis for M&T
We analyzed the M&T task in three ways: as contextual situations, as part of related Energy Management activities, and in
decision-making terms. Disentangling cognitive products (ConTA)
from processes (StrA) required some iteration to resolve the three
issues discussed above. We present the analysis in decision-making
terms below.

Fig. 3. Decision Ladders for two work functions/goals: Cultivating Data & Models (with the goal of usefully representing business performance) and Controlling Energy Costs (with
the goal of minimizing energy costs). Knowledge-seeking (epistemic) search actions shown in middle.
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Table 1
Six M&T situation assessment strategies, categorized by whether they need external data & model maintenance (left) or can be recognitionbased (right).
Situation assessment strategies for control tasks
Use cultivated model to control energy costs

Just control energy costs

Comparative analysis against normative/historic model
Equipment inventory, reconciling with consumption
Energy consumption and cost analysis

Condition survey, or ‘Good Housekeeping’
Consumption time-series proﬁle pattern-detection
Event e action time-series association

Table 2
Excerpts from annotated knowledge states incorporated in the comparative analysis situation assessment strategy for the two work functions presented in Fig. 3.
DL knowledge category

Comparative analysis strategy for two goaledriven work functions:
Cultivate data/model

Control energy costs

Alerted to potential issue

Are data or models unexpectedly suspicious?
Are there new energy-related (e.g. production) data
available? utility meter data?
What are the meter readings for utility consumption?
Electricity? Gas?
What energy-relevant data is available? Production?
Outdoor temperature?
What true energy consumption does the meter data
indicate?
What underlying energy-related processes do other
data indicate?
What model most usefully predicts energy
consumption based on energy-relevant data?
Do energy/-related data still reﬂect the actual system?
Have sensors/records changed?
How ambiguous are the energy performance model's
calculations?
What could residual energy model errors mean?
Does the energy performance model's statistical
assumptions hold?
What are the implications of violating energy model
statistical assumptions?
Should the energy performance model be changed to
be more useful?
Will correcting the energy or energy-related data
record make them more representative?
What achievable energy consumption does a historic/
target energy model calculate?

Is there a decision (e.g. operation, purchasing) that I need to make?
Did a surprising energy waste event happen?

observations e Aware of the
dimensions of the situation

Aware/model of current system
state

ambiguity e Aware of potential
system states

Aware of consequences of
potential states

Aware of desired/achievable
state

5.2.1. Goal and situation-independence?
We adopted a streamlined DL notation (Lintern, 2009), which
collapses information encoding, processing, and re-encoding steps
into linking arrows (Fig. 3). Because M&T diagnosis requires
resolving ambiguity we adopted the stereotypical deliberative labels “Ambiguity e aware of potential states” and “Aware of the
Consequences of potential states” (Lintern, 2009, p. 65).
To instantiate M&T-speciﬁc constraints in a DL template, we
described processing steps (including shortcut leaps) in single
words or brief sentences, to complement textual descriptions of
knowledge steps (Table 2). Some processing steps in Fig. 3 include
Diagnose current state, Compare vs. ambiguous historic or desired
energy performance, and possibly Seek new observations. We
described knowledge states as a set of questions (Elix and Naikar,
2009) to try and maintain independence, but found the questions
more useful when made strategy-speciﬁc (Table 2).
To constrain the analysis scope, we selected a concise, tractable
M&T goal: Minimize Energy Costs (Carbon Trust, 2008; CIPEC, 2010;
Harris, 1989). This reﬂects that cost control is the ultimate goal of
M&T. In subsequent analysis (not shown) we focused on utility
consumption and less on price estimation and contractual terms.
However, cost control was not the only goal we observed in M&T.

) Cultivating model observations, plus e.g.
How much area/demand/production was un-recorded over this time?
What activities/events happened at this time? (startups/shutdowns/
maintenance)
) Cultivating model state awareness, plus
What true productive services were performed with this energy consumption?
How normal/typical were the un-quantiﬁed phenomena that happened?

How does actual energy consumption compare to historic energy
consumption? Or model-calculated energy consumption?
Does comparison suggest structural changes in energy performance happened,
or persisted?
Do un-quantiﬁed phenomena adequately explain over/under-performance?
Is this actual energy consumption or model-calculated consumption
suspicious?
Will it be economic to meet this desired/target energy consumption?
Are the costs signiﬁcant if this energy overconsumption persists?
What if observed data is wrong? What if explanatory observations are missing?

What should the energy consumption have been for the productive output,
according to selected model, history, or arbitrary target?
What work activities/conditions are desired to achieve target energy
performance?

5.2.2. Representation-independence?
When analyzing M&T strategies, we concluded that knowledge
products and goals in three strategies (Table 1) differed enough
they should be represented as two distinct tasks:
1. The primary task with the goal of minimizing costs (at right,
Fig. 3), supported by
2. A representation-maintaining task (left) with the goal of usefully representing business energy performance, in terms of e.g.
data, lists, or statistical models.
Recognition-based “Good housekeeping” (Fawkes, 1986, p. 2)
M&T strategies only require the primary task, since they involve
directly perceiving energy waste through physical survey of valid
cues either:
 Human-perceivable (leaks, empty rooms lit, equipment idling),
or
 Sensor-augmented (infrared images, ultrasonic compressed air
leaks) (Hooke et al., 2004).
However, often dissipated non-productive (waste) energy use
cannot be directly observed as it is:
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 Imperceptible (small changes relative to variability).
 Control-rejected (replenished by increased steam or airconditioning load), or
 Unobserved (night shift secrets, miscalibrations, equipment
degradation).
To infer efﬁciency from observable data, M&T workers usually
need to cultivate models of the business, even simple ones like upto-date equipment inventories (see Strategies below). Models can
be used to estimate achievable business energy consumption
(Fig. 3) against which to compare metered utility consumption and
infer energy performance.
Showing M&T as two separate DLs communicates that maintaining business energy models, in itself, doesn't save energy costs.
As well, it distinguishes that the two tasks act on different parts of
the work system: saving energy means changing work procedures
or equipment, while energy models can be cultivated by manipulating just sensors and databases. Effective M&T work is adaptive
and lazy e spending only as much time maintaining models as
needed to disambiguate observations to infer business energy
performance.
5.2.3. Past and future states of knowledge?
Models of (desired) system state are not the only referent to
judge energy performance. Past energy consumption is commonly
used, as in residential utility bill comparison (Kempton and
Montgomery, 1982). Since standard DL notation doesn't distinguish knowledge of the past or anticipated future, we added a recall
history placeholder (Fig. 3), an information ﬂow informing knowledge of ambiguity. Similar information ﬂows across the ConTA
scope boundary represent record-keeping of data, performance,
and analyses. We described particular recall processes in more
detail as Strategies.
Finally, it's common in M&T work to seek out un-observable
information, for example adding temporary electric meters and
test-running equipment to measure its power draw. Since the goal
of such epistemic action is knowledge-seeking (Kirlik, 2006), we
showed epistemic tasks and procedures as a decapitated (goal-less)
action sequence driven by knowledge of (missing) observations.
In representing the M&T task in DL notation, we tried to balance
the beneﬁts of standardized knowledge categories with the
expressive power of speciﬁc, labeled items. We found ConTA
helpful in clearly distinguishing M&T model-driven strategy outputs from the information needed to question ambiguity or
determine reasonable situation-speciﬁc compromises. We
analyzed reasoning processes in more detail in the Strategies
Analysis (StrA) phase.
6. Rasmussen's legacy in strategies analysis
Strategies Analysis (StrA) (Rasmussen, 1986) describes constraints on purposeful cognitive behavior not captured in the WDA
as a “ﬁeld in which a decision maker has to navigate” (Rasmussen
et al., 1990, p. 44) or in ConTA as work functions, goals, and
segmented knowledge products. To develop goal-relevant knowledge, actors can overcome local difﬁculties by varying their
cognitive processes. StrA aims to categorize cognitive processes
according to distinctions useful for systems design. Rasmussen
concluded a cognitive strategy “will share important characteristics
such as.
1) A particular kind of mental model
2) A certain mode of interpretation of the observed evidence
3) A coherent set of tactical planning rules” (Rasmussen et al., 1994,
p. 70) (numbers added)

Strategies can also be distinguished and compared according to
their perceptual, memory, or experience demands (Rasmussen,
1986). CWA StrA has been less developed than WDA and ConTA
phases, and we found conducting StrA the most difﬁcult phase of
analyzing M&T.
6.1. Issues with StrA
Among the issues we found in conducting StrA were a) how to
select a grain of analysis, and b) how to preserve comparable startand end-points across strategies.
6.1.1. Level of detail?
Cognitive strategies can be represented at different levels of
detail, and we tried to determine which would be most valid, costeffective, and useful to design M&T support tools. Most examples of
StrA methods use information ﬂow map notation (Kilgore et al.,
2008; Rasmussen, 1986), which is like modeling transfer functions for each DL arrow (Vicente, 1999, p. 216). Information ﬂow
map notation is minimally deﬁned, and Rasmussen included idiosyncratic symbols e.g. to represent pattern-matching and system
structure. Standardized task analysis notation such as elementary
physical operations (Maynard et al., 1948) are useful for manual
tasks. A similar method, elementary information process notation,
has been used in cognitive psychology to model multi-attribute
choice decision-making (Payne et al., 1993). Perhaps inspired by
this, Vicente suggested adapting such a notation to StrA (1999, p.
233).
While ﬁne detail is necessary to validate psychology theories
(Marewski and Schooler, 2011), obtaining it may be untractable for
systems design. Multiple DL steps can be aggregated (e.g. situation
assessment) into generalized strategies given sufﬁcient evidence,
for example topographical search (Lintern, 2009; Rasmussen, 1974)
or standardized question probes (Burns et al., 2008). Even more
pragmatically, designers can consult stereotypical social strategy
templates (e.g. avoidance) to anticipate behavior patterns (Hassall
and Sanderson, 2014). For categories of work systems, where it's
hard to anticipate the task environment, information ﬂow maps
may not be tractable. But are generalized strategies useful enough?
6.1.2. Stable knowledge products?
Strategies in CWA are deﬁned as “transforming an initial state of
knowledge into a ﬁnal state of knowledge” (Rasmussen, 1981, qtd.
in Vicente, 1999, p. 220). ConTA is intended to categorize cognition
products independently of the processes (StrA) used to transform
them. But if strategies entail different mental models, how similar
are their knowledge end-points?
This grapples with the broader issue of how to represent
cognition in systems design. For example, some strategies avoid
effortful cognition using tools and “knowledge in the world”
(Hutchins, 1996) while others substitute work domain resources
(Hilliard et al., 2008), like untying the mythical Gordian Knot with a
sword. Environmental information structure contributes to strategy effectiveness (Gigerenzer, 2002; Marewski and Schooler, 2011;
Payne et al., 1993; Simon, 1990). How to consistently represent the
diverse knowledge products involved in such different strategies?
This remains a challenge for StrA notation and methods.
6.2. Strategies analysis for M&T
We carried out the StrA in parallel with ConTA. From ﬁeld
studies (Hilliard and Jamieson, 2014b) and literature review
(Carbon Trust, 2008; CIPEC, 2010; Harris, 1989; Hooke et al., 2004)
we identiﬁed six M&T diagnosis strategies.
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6.2.1. Level of detail?
We video recorded naturalistic think-aloud M&T task behavior,
intending to conduct a ﬁne-grain descriptive StrA (Rasmussen,
1986, p. 25). However, we found the analysis time to sample time
ratio (Sanderson and Fisher, 1994) exhausted research resources,
and inter-rater reliability (Lombard et al., 2010) for our coded
2e20 s behavior samples was difﬁcult to achieve.
We instead interpreted the ﬁeld study observations in the
context of a literature review and developed a coarser taxonomic
StrA. We categorized strategies (Table 1) in terms of interpretation
rules, system structures they searched, and if they incorporated
external data records or energy models (Fig. 3). We described
strategy tactical rules two ways: 1) automated information processing (e.g. data acquisition and model calculations) as information ﬂow maps, and 2) workers' tactical rules implicitly in terms of
knowledge inputs, outputs, and intervening DL states.
In the ﬁeld study, participants used the Comparative Analysis
strategy most often (Hilliard and Jamieson, 2014b), possibly
because it was the strategy most supported by their software tools.
We discuss this strategy next.
6.2.2. Stable knowledge products?
One criterion Rasmussen proposed to distinguish strategies is
the mental model used. We adopted question-and-answer descriptions of knowledge states (Elix and Naikar, 2009) to distinguish how each strategy developed ConTA knowledge products
slightly differently (Table 2). We found changing the phrasing of
questions captured differences in mental model, interpretations
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and relevant environmental features.
The Comparative Analysis strategy (Carbon Trust, 2008; Harris,
1989) develops a statistical model of the business to empirically
estimate constraints between:
 Energy input (metered utility consumption), and
 Observable measures related to energy output, such as
controlled disturbances or production (weather, production,
scrap, hours of operation).
The trained statistical model implicitly represents energy conversion structures (e.g. equipment condition & operation), which
are M&T-relevant aspects of System State (Table 2). The model is
applied to process new observations into a desired target energy
use (arrow from left-to-right in Fig. 3) against which workers
compare actual energy consumption. However, to diagnose
whether discrepancies indicate a meaningful system change (e.g.
equipment failure or mis-operation), workers must question ambiguity in both day-to-day system disturbances and model representation (arrow from right-to-left in Fig. 3). In the ﬁeld study, we
observed that participants took much time assessing data quality
and model meaning before attempting to diagnose energy performance changes. We identiﬁed this as a design opportunity.
To conclude, our StrA of M&T did not develop the detailed
cognitive descriptions of seminal studies (Rasmussen, 1983;
Rasmussen and Jensen, 1973). We did describe (more inspectable)
computational processes of data-driven strategies, which was
helpful to identify intermediate products that workers might

Fig. 4. Excerpts of the two support tools designed based on this CWA of M&T. At left, part of a Model Summary sheet, which describes the meaning of the time-series charts in the
Modiﬁed Recursive Estimates diagnosis dashboard (right).
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reason about (e.g. model training residuals). Categorizing approaches to M&T according to (mental) models and mode of data
interpretation seemed effective (Table 1). Similarly, DL knowledge
states (Table 2) were a useful template to systematically consider
how each strategy formulated and produced knowledge differently
(cf. Vicente, 1999, p. 216). Our design interventions aimed to bridge
gaps between statistical outputs and knowledge required for
diagnosis.

Our design application did not directly support ‘ecological’
strategies such as directly surveying equipment condition (at right
in Table 1), even though they are under-appreciated (Fawkes, 1986).
Future work could study how to effectively help workers transition
between diagnosis strategies, such as between hands-free functional Comparative Analysis and hands-on physical Condition
Surveys.
Acknowledgments

7. Design applications to M&T
We used the CWA in designing two displays and a novel statistical strategy for M&T diagnosis. We will outline CWA outputs
that were useful in the designs, which are described elsewhere
(Hilliard, dissertation in preparation).
The WDA was useful to identify energy-related domain structures that workers might need to search in diagnosis. The more
structures in which energy consumption can be decomposed, the
more overlap to localize problems. The ConTA was useful to clearly
distinguish between representation-maintaining overhead and
productive work, and to identify key energy model-related information that existing M&T tools did not convey. The StrA was useful
to determine the information different strategies might need from
those key information ﬂows, and led to the insight that Comparative Analysis models often described energetic processes, a
Purpose-Related Functional (PrF) work domain structure (Fig. 2).
The ﬁrst design application (Fig. 4, left) displayed information
required to resolve ambiguity about industry-standard linear
regression Comparative Analysis energy models (Hilliard et al.,
2014). This supported the second design which introduced a
novel statistical strategy to map empirical ambiguity in system
state onto the modeled (PrF) work domain structure (Hilliard and
Jamieson, 2013; Ploberger et al., 1989). To communicate structural
change ambiguity, we modiﬁed a time-series representation (Fig. 4,
right) using EID visual analogy principles (Hilliard and Jamieson,
2014a; Zeileis, 2003).
8. Conclusions
Applying CWA to energy M&T helped us structure our understanding of the work, and tested the CWA framework's suitability
for a novel domain. We found the criteria that Rasmussen suggested to distinguish whether to represent phenomena in WDA,
ConTA, and StrA phases remained mostly distinct.
Work Domain Analysis was less useful in this particular design
but the most straightforward phase to apply. A difﬁculty we
couldn't resolve was selecting among abstract functions, perhaps a
fundamental philosophical limitation (Cartwright, 1999). However,
we understand others' conclusions that WDA/ConTA may not be
distinct (Terrier and Cellier, 1999) such as when representing natural physiological systems (Miller and Sanderson, 2000).
The notation and compound goal framing we adopted for ConTA
seemed useful, and could be further developed. If representationmaintaining functions are included in ConTA, abductive reasoning
processes can be shown in DL notation (Bennett and Flach, 2011).
Including explicit belief maintenance in DL models might be
particularly useful to describe communication in distributed
cognitive tasks where different actors perform system control and
knowledge maintenance (e.g. ship navigation in Hutchins, 1996).
We found Strategies Analysis more difﬁcult to apply. Instead of
complete, validated detail of cognitive processes, we pursued more
immediately useful general categories of strategies. Methods for
multiple StrA detail levels progressing from stereotypical to speciﬁc
might be a useful approach for practical applications (Hassall and
Sanderson, 2014).
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